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About This Game

Welcome to the Realm of Six Seasons, where the predictable cycle of nature's seasons has turned constantly since time began.
But now, something is wrong.

A bright Summer's day ends in a snowy Winter's eve. The next morning brings a burst of colorful Autumn leaves and even that
is followed by a surprising deluge of Springtime rains. Something (or someone) is tampering with the precious Seasons, making

a complete mess of the Realm.

The Druids of the Esoteric Orders have long fostered this fertile landscape and tended to this delicate mystical balance. And it is
up to Warren, a young druid fresh from his Esoteric Training, to discover what is causing this disastrous mixing of Seasons.

With a game board that changes based on players’ actions, and units that each have powerful animal abilities, you’ll need to stay
focused and never let your guard down.
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Whether it’s the single player story told across more than 130 levels, local or online multiplayer for up to 4 players, there’s
enough variety for new and experienced players.

The professionally composed soundtrack and recorded music brings the Six Seasons beautifully to life.

Nothing is random in A Druid's Duel. A simple set of rules governs the board, allowing the game to be learned quickly, with
various difficulty settings to match your current ability. But at its highest difficulty expect to spend months mastering the

nuances that manipulating the board can create.
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Title: A Druid's Duel
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Thoughtshelter Games
Publisher:
Surprise Attack
Release Date: 25 Feb, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7+

Processor: 1.4GHz or faster

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any from the last 4 years

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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a druids duel

Hello: I'm going to tell you all the good about this game and very few negatives. Is this game worth 15 bucks to me personally
no. 10 bucks Seems like a fair deal simply because i feel like i have played this game for free. The game was called bierzerkers
and the game is completley dead now. But it was still a fun game you get a sheep and had to throw it to score. But the rounds
would end so quick before you even get to fight at times. So back to this game.

Early Access:
Most games come out and fail, This game was released later than it's origonal date to release. I understand why, and i respect
that. They did a good job. I did not find a whole lot wrong with the game but i did not spend hours on it either. Simply Because i
feel like i've played it before with a different title on the game.

So while playing this game i was the dagger guy. I was hacking and slashing everyone. I was killing people in like 1 or 2 seconds
and sometimes they kill me in one hit or 1 or 2 seconds. Fast pvp action, if that is your style of game.

Good:
You can choose the colors you wear,
What spell abilities you have, What moves you can do.
For each of these there are 4 to pick from or at least for the dagger guy there was.
Unlike bierzerker which was a free game and gave you only the 2 handed weapon guy,
When you buy this game, You have all of them.
There is a timer on the matches so you know how long you have to get stuff done.
The maps are different, not all the same like bierzerkers game.
Graphics are very good and i love them.
I know it sounds like i am comparing Bierzerker and Overpower a'lot but those of you
who have played Bierzerkers loved that game and can understand why when you play this
game ( Overpower ).

Bad:
While playing the game, i felt as if i played this game before and pretty much did as i keep
repeating myself.
So here we go, while i was playing the game the matches started so fast. I did not have
time to really look at my loadout before others started fighting.
I think there needs to be rounds for the death match not ( Respawn ) over an over. If that
was a game mode i did not see it, I only played quick match so if i am wrong please comment.
So other people do not get scared away from this.
I think there needs to be meaning to playing the game, Moves to pick from, skins and all that is
great but it means nothing when there is no leveling or money such as gold to be earned or a
leader board to brag to your friends about. I did not see any of those things in this game.
So i did hop off of it pretty quick.

Should you buy this game?
Yes...
Why?
If you like Pvp this is streight PvP and fast action.
If you want to beat your friends up.

Why should i not buy this game?
If you do not have 15 bucks, or simply do not like PvP games.

To end my Review, There is not a'lot of bugs i found wrong with this game.
The Market place is basically for new skins not to boost your stats because
there is no stats. So do not let the Market prices on the add stuff scare you
from this game. Is this a game i will be playing day and night. Probably not.
But if i am Tired of playing Arma 3, Yes i will be on this game slashing away
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with my Daggers.

For the Devs..... I really wanted to buy like a 2-4 pack to give copies to my friends.
I think by you guys not allowing that to happen it may hurt the population of this
game. So id think of something to allow that to happen. Those 2-4 friends of mine
may end up doing the same to get their friends to play and we all win in the end.
Remember to respect Post good or bad, no matter how much someone has played
the game. They still tried the game and are giving their own opinion. This is mine,
I hope it was helpfull and i hope to kill you one day inside the game of OVERPOWER! :). Both the F1 and the toureg are pretty
nice, the Toureg is awesome in raid spec, and the F1 sounds \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sweet :)

I do have to add, if you dont like any of these cars, there is no reason to buy the bundle(For except the F1 sound). This puzzle
game is a cute, casual timewaster that I'd rather play on a mobile device than a computer. The learning curve is also sharp - the
tutorial levers are beyond obvious, but the first real level had me truly stumped on how to get a perfect for 5 minutes. If you
enjoy cute puzzles, pick it up in sale. I got it 50% off but still feel like I overpaid. It is satisfying to crunch the robots though.. A
game that truly lives up to its name and promise.. I'm a big fan of A7X, but im not letting that effect my review.

First off, this is obviously a game made for os and android, so you cant buy it expecting it to be groundbreaking or innovative,
its a mobile game that is put on steam for more availability.

Secondly, they wanted it to feel oldschool, and it does. It has that old school combat and movement to it.

Thirdly, I think the way they used their songs in this game was clever, u have "Unholy Confessions as the boss theme, u have the
"Nightmare" chime sound when you open a chest and get a key, and many others. It works into the game great

Lastly, the difficulty is medium so thats good, its not too hard or too easy. I find myse;lf running out of lives from time to time,
or occasionally grinding for coins so I can buy a better weapon, but its not that necessary to progress through the game.

Overall I reccommend this game, but i only recommend buying it if youre a fan of the band, or want something casual to play in
your free time. This isn't a hardcore gamer experience, just casual, as most mobile games are :)
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Nice game, maybe later buy previosly parts. This game surprised me . You know it's something special . Graphics, gameplay ?
No ... It's the atmosphere . Good graphics , this game helps to get into it . The gameplay does not get bored. The play of light is
doing its job . I'm not talking about an excellent balance of objects. What can we say , you can drink wine! This will give a
negative (or positive effect ? ) . I advise everyone !

10 barrels of wine from 10 .. Is realy entertaining if u have patience to upgrade.. Two thumbs up from me!

Great game already, fantastic feel to the controls for viewing the play area.

A few fun singleplayer scenarios that are quite hard and then there is a sandbox practice mode against AI and also matchmaking
which I played with a friend.

Really looking forward to seeing where this goes. Definitely one of my favorite VR games I have found so far. Worth every
penny! I would recommend buying it now if you are thinking about it.

There is a discord for finding people to matchmake with.. Main campaign is a bit short, but has a lot of replayability. Really fun
and worth the money. If you can though get it on sale. Always better when you get something on sale.. I bought this because I'm
a fan of the ZX Spectrum and steampunk. It doesn't disappoint.. It would be really good to add in a chinese Dragon. So how do I
access the soundtrack? The game wont let me. :O
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